TRIPOD FLAT STILT: For general use. More points on stilt allow for even distribution of heavy ware. More space between points allow for heavy duty use. Center rods used for items that need vertical support.
TRIPOD FLAT STILT: For general use. More points on stilt allow for even distribution of heavy ware. More space between points allow for heavy duty use. Center rods used for items that need vertical support.
TRIPOD RAISED STILT: For items with skirts, deep footed ware and box lids. Order without pins for high-fire use.
QUAD FLAT STILT: For most all ceramic requirements. Extra points for added stability.

ROUND STILT: For flat objects with round bottoms.
ROUND STILT: For flat objects with round bottoms.

PEDESTAL STILT: For deeply footed heavy ware and overhangs.

HALF ROUND STILT: For uses where an expanded circle is needed or for an oblong or irregular shapes and heavy ware.
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ACTUAL SIZE NOT SHOWN
9" in DIAMETER, 13 PTS with
13 OPEN ROD HOLES
BAR FLAT STILT: Multiple use stilt. Use singularly or with others to create various support.

TILE STACKERS: For tiles or plates
POSTS: Used for hanging items
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SMALL BEADPOST
33 Assorted Stilts in Every Assorted Stilt Package

Assorted Stilt Package
stilt assortment may vary depending upon availability